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The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy of Law School Crisis
U.S. law schools are under pressure. A drumbeat
of criticism against the national enterprise of legal education labels it a “scam”; a confidence game; and, for
a few schools, actionable fraud.[1] That criticism may
have struck a chord among potential students: as of
2013, applications to law schools in the United States had
fallen by 32 percent from 2010, leading some critics to rejoice.[2] Failing Law Schools is a centerpiece of this movement, hailed for its “disturbing, scandalous truth” about
legal education (back cover).[3] In it, Brian Z. Tamanaha,
a law professor at Washington University at St. Louis, offers criticism and calls for change, based on observations
intermixed with claims from economics and the history
of legal education.

Yet the roots Tamanaha asserts in history and economics are incomplete, and his conclusions drawn from
them are misleading. The economic arguments have been
considered elsewhere.[5] This review will focus on the
book’s use of history, though it will also consider some
consequences inherent in the recommendations said to
flow from that history.
To support his argument that law school is too expensive and so costs and content should be dramatically reduced, Tamanaha makes several distinct claims. First, he
notes that the ABA’s accreditation standards favor the interests of law professors rather than students. Presented
over the first three chapters, the argument opens with a
discussion of the 1995 antitrust suit by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) against the ABA (United States v.
American Bar Association [1996]). The DOJ claimed that
the ABA used its standards to increase faculty pay. The
suit settled, the ABA admitting no wrongdoing but agreeing to changes that went far beyond compensation issues,
including the allowances of for-profit law schools and of
students to transfer from unaccredited law schools to accredited law schools.[6] Though the ABA repealed standards that affected faculty pay, Tamanaha concludes that
“the enduring legacy of these actions was to entrench a
culture within legal academia that presumes a legitimate
law school must be academically oriented” (p. 18).[7]

Tamanaha seeks to expose “the disconnect between
the cost of legal education and the economic return it
brings” and to find “ways to fix it” (p. xi). Broadly, he
argues that law school is overly expensive because of
needless regulation created by faculty to serve their own
ends, inflated faculty salaries and low teaching loads justified by a “scholarly model” of law school, and detrimental interschool competition provoked by the annual rankings of schools by U.S. News and World Report. Thus law
school, he contends, costs more than some students’ later
salaries can afford. He argues that schools should lower
the cost of legal education by slashing the national curricular standards, ending the three-year requirement, and
replacing full-time scholarly faculty with adjunct practitioners or non-scholarly teachers. Tamanaha’s arguments are important, if for no other reason than some
of these claims have been echoed by others, including a
task force of the American Bar Association (ABA).[4]

The second major claim is that a unitary professional
bar–in which all law students are taught over three years
how to think like a lawyer and exposed to a broad array of professional knowledge and skills–is unnecessary
because many lawyers need only to be taught a narrow
set of legal rules. Rightly noting that some law profes1
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sors have recurrently argued that the third year is unnecessary, Tamanaha contends that its requirement is
a matter of history. “The third year exists for reasons
almost wholly detached from substance: at the turn of
the twentieth century a determined effort by elite law
schools used the ABA and the Association of American
Law Schools [AALS] to entrench the three-year standard” (p. 21). Deans of established schools, he maintains,
used the new AALS to require the third year, to limit access to the bar by recent immigrants and other undesirables who resorted to inexpensive night schools, forcing
a more expensive education in the science of law, over
the objection of at least one delegate who sought to keep
shorter courses. Contrasting the teaching of law as a science with the practical training of law, the book claims
that practical courses were “cheaper, shorter, and more
narrowly focused,” which “delivered students what they
needed and no more” (p. 24).

produces coursework and scholarship fit for the university but not for the bar, which adds to students’ costs,
because tuition funds faculty scholarship. Turning then
to a seeming contradiction to this model, that law schools
have added significant numbers of clinics and lawyeringskills classes, Tamanaha argues that these classes are too
expensive to maintain in law schools dedicated to producing scholarship. Thus when considering growth of
law faculties and slower growth of student enrollment,
Tamanaha asserts that lower faculty-student ratios do
not actually benefit students, his evidence being that student contact is contrary to the academic model.[9]
Despite his charge that the scholarly model increases
the cost of law schools, Tamanaha is, at times, candid in
admitting that scholarship is not the primary cause of rising tuition. Rather, he notes that market demand, the desire of students to acquire the law degree, is the primary
functional cause for rising tuition (pp. 130-131).

Tamanaha claims that there is no reason for the bar
to be a unitary profession. He says defenders of the unitary national bar must prove that lawyers in “routine”
jobs or representing the poor should be given the same
costly education as other lawyers. Still, he does not seek
to abolish elite education. For instance, he accepts that
the third year “can be useful to many.” Yet he says that
such an experience–now standard in law school–should
not be required of those who will be ill-paid lawyers for
the poor or those who engage in “routine” legal work (p.
27).[8]

Two chapters chronicle the influence on law school
administrators of the U.S. News and World Report. He correctly emphasizes the widespread and sometimes harmful gaming behaviors of law schools seeking to increase
their ranking, as well as the specific cases of fraudulent
data use by Brooklyn and Illinois. He also examines the
willingness of schools to change admissions criteria and
raise tuition for some students to give discounts to others
to improve rankings, as well as the faster pace of students
who transfer schools to graduate from a school of higher
rank.

A core thesis of Failing Law Schools is that “legal egalitarians” cannot honestly argue that students from the
poor or the middle class deserve such education. The real
enemy of the poor and middle class is not the risk of unlearned lawyers but the “expensive academic model” and
the debt it creates. It seems that this thesis presumes that
poor and middle-class clients do not need sophisticated
legal advice or assistance.

Chapters 9, 10, and 11 argue that law school tuition
has risen too high to be justified for students by their access to legal employment. The heart of this argument is
that the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects an annual average of twenty-five thousand employment positions per
year, though there are forty-five thousand new graduates
(p. 139).[10] One-third of all graduates do not take employment as attorneys. Given the hierarchical nature of
the competition for many legal jobs, the disparity makes
it difficult for graduates of lower-ranked law schools to
find work (and very difficult for graduates lower in their
graduating classes). Further, pay for lawyers is bimodally
distributed, so that a small group is highly compensated,
and a large group is not well compensated. Tamanaha
notes that nearly half of all law graduates find their starting annual pay to be less than sixty-five thousand dollars,
more likely for graduates of less competitive schools and
much more likely for students who did not perform well
in those schools.[11]

Three chapters then turn to the costs of the academic
model. First, law professors over time have achieved
higher pay and lower teaching loads. Teaching averages
in many schools are now fewer than twelve semester
hours per year, while some professors are paid more
than some lawyers and judges. Even so, after pages of
depiction, highlighting wealthy schools and highly paid
faculty, Tamanaha does not argue that tuition-paid faculty compensation may not be merited in the competitive market, only that it would be unmerited if it were
the product of the manipulation of accreditation standards. Nonetheless, he states that the academic model

Chapters 12 and 13 present a coda to all of these ar2
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guments. Tamanaha provides helpful guides to warn students and schools of circumstances that should make students wary of the return on their investment and schools
of the dangers of increasing student application decline.

tration. Indeed, chapter 2 makes clear that Tamanaha understands that the academic study of law was entrenched
far earlier, although it is not clear that he sees that the actual history of accreditation standards is one of increasingly lighter, if more detailed, prescription.[14]

The culmination of the book is chapter 14’s wideranging plan for reform. The first proposal is to differentiate legal education into two tracks. Tamanaha claims
that law schools were “wrongheaded from the outset”:
wrong to teach students the law, because students need
to learn law by observation of practicing lawyers (p. 172).
Thus, accreditation standards should be changed to allow legal education with the flexibility and variability of
“vocational colleges and community colleges” (p. 174).
This wholesale change would make optional the third
year, the full-time faculty, the library, and most of the
curriculum content. Schools could offer programs that
amount to nothing more than apprenticeships or courses
on lawyering skills, taught by adjuncts. States would be
presumed to continue to license schools that are accredited under these standards. In addition, the book recommends that states cease to require ABA accreditation and
that the government cap federal loans to be offered to students according to the school in which they enroll, so that
no school’s entering year could borrow over a particular
limit, thus limiting tuition and enrollment.

Further, in a discussion of law school accreditation,
the preoccupation with accreditation by the ABA is understandable, but this cannot neglect the additional requirements on most law schools of complying with university regulations and policies, regional university accrediting agencies, state accreditation, and state bar oversight. These increasing demands for compliance have
added to the administrative burden and costs of law
schools in recent decades, but they also dilute the role of
ABA standards as the source of law school “regulations.”
Such acontextualism is particularly difficult to accept in
discussing the history of the legal curriculum.
Chapter 2’s discussion of the three-year curriculum is
poor history. At best, Failing Law Schools cherry-picks its
sources and omits important predicates and contexts for
the story presented. The book suggests that self-serving
law professors were bent on a power grab through the
ABA and AALS, ignoring the idea that the bar would
be naturally inclined to study legal education, and that
lawyers were often as involved as professors in developing the ABA’s institutional oversight. Tamanaha appears negligent in saying that the Section of Legal Education was “created” in 1893 at “the urging of legal educators in the ABA who wanted a committee devoted to
law schools” (p. 22). It was already a committee of long
standing, which was renamed a section (as were other
committees). The committee had been one of the very
oldest in the ABA, its officers reporting to the whole association in the second annual ABA meeting. Indeed in
one of the earliest reports of the Committee on Legal Education, in 1879, a committee of two professors and a judge
called for three years of legal study.[15]

For this reviewer, Failing Law Schools is frustrating
to read, but I do not think my frustration arises, as
Tamanaha forecasts, because it challenges me, my salary,
or my work ethic (p. 186). Indeed I have the luxury of
working at one of the state law schools like those that
Tamanaha sees as potential exceptions from his indictments.[12]
Rather, the book is frustrating because of its rhetoric
and use of sources. Each chapter seizes one charismatic point (or a few points), presents the point in detail but without essential context, and then draws inferences that the point cannot support. In the first chapter, for example, Tamanaha describes the accreditation
antitrust suit at length and to dramatic effect, but he
presents it without mentioning other suits that the DOJ
was then bringing against, for instance, the Ivy League,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and other
academic institutions, and private suits against the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) or medical schools.[13] This emphasis on salaries in accreditation then enmeshes arguments from 1995 that move far
beyond the problem of salaries to suggest that this suit
“entrenched” the academic study of law, a position quite
unsubstantiated by either the suit or the one later illus-

Even when the book focuses on a single datum, it distorts the significance of the evidence. Tamanaha quotes
at length a challenge to the three-year rule, raised in
the first AALS meeting (p. 23).[16] The quotation skirts
the speaker’s main objection, which was the short time
schools would have to comply, and it fails to explain why
the challenge was “unavailing.” In fact, the objection was
unavailing because the discussion in 1900 was just a rehash of an argument that had been held in ABA meetings
for the prior five years. The three-year curriculum had
indeed been promoted by deans of leading schools, but
from the start, it was much more widely supported. By
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the time the issue was before the AALS in 1900, delegates in retreat.
to the ABA believed it had already adopted the rule.[17]
Buried in Tamanaha’s argument is a slander against
Yet the context lost here is more than just the ABA’s a past generation of the leaders of the bar that cannot
history or the actual timeline in adopting the three- go unchallenged. This is his idea that the third year was
year rule.[18] What is missing is the depth of debate on created by “elite professors” for reasons wholly detached
the three-year requirement, held in meetings over two from substance (p. 21).
decades, with lawyers, judges, and professors, who preThe move toward a three-year program, indeed
sented and debated about comparisons to the English exthe
move to university education, was promoted and
perience, law office study, shorter courses, and the benlauded
by dozens of lawyers, judges, and professors over
efits of reform.
decades. They argued at length for the need for greater
True, a closer study of that history would unearth competence in the bar to promote law reform and lemore objections, more biases, and more than a bit of big- gal compliance by the populace. They argued for benotry, but that study also makes clear that the proponents efits to clients and to the law itself. They argued for a
of the three-year model were concerned, first and fore- learned profession because that is in the profession’s inmost, with the development of the skills, knowledge, and terest.[22]I have found no argument, by a professor or
ethics of the student. The view that then prevailed was lawyer of the time, that suggested that the reason to add
that law was a science and to teach properly the whole another year was to benefit the faculty or law schools.
of that science required the development of a technique Indeed, it is not clear to me that individual faculty memand the explanation of that technique, rather than just the bers did believe, at the time, that they would be better off
teaching of rules.[19] That this view of both the nature of by having to offer more lectures or to expand the numthe law and the time needed for its study was encouraged ber of persons with whom they would have to share their
by university-affiliated schools was beside the point as privileges.
well as incomplete, as adopting the new rule would also
To suggest that these people–professors the like
have been a victory for such schools as the Dickinson
of
William
Draper Lewis or Harlan Fiske Stone, and
Law School and National Normal University (in Wilmlawyers
such
as Frederic R. Coudert and Elihu Root–were
ington, Ohio), both of which had moved to three-year
self-serving,
creating
a curriculum to benefit professors
programs by 1895.[20]
rather than the public or the bar, requires them to have
Tamanaha offers the idea that university-affiliated been dishonest in their public pronouncements. That imschools had trouble attracting students, presumably dur- plication requires some actual evidence. It must be eviing the 1890s. This decade was marked by consid- dence related to their individual motives, not some spuerable change in curriculum and philosophy; univer- rious and anachronistic appeal to a zeitgeist.
sity legal education overall grew considerably and perIndeed, even the bigoted arguments from privilege
sistently, a detail lost in Failing Law Schools’s admisthat
Failing Law Schools does adduce, rotten to the modsion that legal education grew over 900 percent beern
observer
as they are, do not prove that the purpose
tween 1870 and 1900. During this period, in which a
of
these
genteel
lawyers was to use cost or curriculum
reader is led to think that the growth of legal educato
drive
out
immigrants
or the poor. Tamanaha quotes
tion was by “night law schools taught entirely by lea speech of AALS President Harry S. Richards for his
gal practitioners” (p. 21), law schools were founded
at Georgetown, Richmond, Alabama, Boston University, hostility to immigrants (made in 1915, some years after the period one might think is under discussion), yet
Missouri, Vanderbilt, California-Hastings, West Virginia,
Valparaiso, Willamette, Texas, Oregon, Buffalo, Cor- Tamanaha omits language that is essential to understanding Richards’s actual view of the problem. The quotanell, Minnesota, Nebraska, Washington, Tennessee, Ohio
State, Colorado, Denver, (Case) Western Reserve, Mar- tion in the book is: “night law schools enrolled a ‘very
large proportion of foreign names. Emigrants and sons
quette, Stanford, Kansas, California-Berkeley, Wake Forest, Indiana-Bloomington, Missouri-Kansas City, Syra- of emigrants … covet the title [of attorney] as a badge of
cuse, Pittsburgh, University of Southern California, distinction. The result is a host of shrewd young men,
American, Catholic, DePaul, and Illinois.[21] Though in- imperfectly educated, crammed so they can pass the bar
dependent and night schools might have grown faster, it examinations, all deeply impressed with the philosophy
was hardly a period in which university law schools were of getting on, but viewing the Code of Ethics with uncomprehending eyes’ ” (pp. 21-22).[23]
4
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What Richards actually said, xenophobic as it was,
was neither a call to close night schools nor a wholesale
attack on immigrant lawyers, only a complaint against
those whose sharpness, ascribed to alien culture, led
them to violate American professional norms. Richards
said: “Admission to the bar is sought, not because of
any desire to practice, or with any sense of the responsibilities and duties of a lawyer, but because such admission is regarded as an asset, a sort of privateering commission, that will help the holder to get on. If you examine the class rolls of the night schools in our great
cities, you will encounter a very large proportion of foreign names. Emigrants and sons of emigrants, remembering the respectable standing of the advocate in their
old home, covet the title as a badge of distinction. The
result is a host of shrewd young men, imperfectly educated, crammed so they can pass the bar examinations, all
deeply impressed with the philosophy of getting on, but
viewing the Code of Ethics with uncomprehending eyes.
It is this class of lawyers that cause Grievance Committees of Bar Associations the most trouble.”[24]

risks the impression for many readers that all law professors are as cosseted as the examples. Even the evidence
that legal scholarship requires higher tuition, from noted
scholar Edward L. Rubin, lacks its most essential context (p. 202nn81-82).[28] After citing the first five pages
of Rubin’s article to prove that scholarly teachers cost
students more than non-scholarly teachers might, Failing Law Schools ignores the twenty-five pages in which
Rubin argues that the student subsidy of scholarship is
generally fair but could be made fairer. Rubin reaches a
conclusion directly counter to that reached by Tamanaha,
a point that might have been mentioned more clearly in
Failing Law Schools. Rubin says, “to conclude from this
that the scholarship is of no value, and should not be
supported, is the sort of narrow-minded populism that
characterizes societies in their declining years. It is important, it is worth supporting, and the research-oriented
law school provides that support in a reasonably fair and
socially responsible manner.”[29]
So acontextualism may explain why, in considering
law school economics in chapters 9 and 10, Failing Law
Schools nearly ignores the significance of schools with
lower tuition. There is no explanation of why schools
with tuition well below the average, some less than onethird of the expensive schools discussed at length in Failing Law Schools, do not satisfy the need for some lowerpriced educational models. As of 2013, over fifty law
schools, including private and public schools as well as
schools with highly competitive and more democratic
entrance requirements, had tuitions below twenty-five
thousand dollars per year, but the significance of these
programs or of their effects on the market are not developed in the book.[30]Similarly, Failing Law Schools
fails to assess law schools that already employ high
numbers of adjunct faculty and non-scholarly models
of faculty engagement, but that maintain a high tuition
rate.[31]There are expensive law schools, but without
considering accessible schools, it is hard to hear the arguments of chapter 14 based on the economics of legal
education as fairly presented.

Similar gaps plague the rest of the history. In discussing the re-adoption of a three-year law school requirement in 1921, Tamanaha quotes critics of the proposal,[25]yet fails to note the arguments for the proposal
or that it was made (not by professors but) by Nobel laureate Elihu Root and seconded, at length, by Chief Justice William Howard Taft (pp. 25-56).[26] More troubling, he fails to mention the comments of George E.
Price, the lawyer from West Virginia, who clearly considered the arguments of the critics quoted and rejected
them. Though Price had not graduated from law school,
he thought the times had changed from when he had read
the law, and the new standards would be achievable by
young would-be lawyers in West Virginia, as well as by
immigrants in larger cities.[27]
Such difficulties with detail and context recur in later
chapters, in places running a risk that specific schools
would be placed in a false light by, for instance, encouraging the reader to think that what might be true in one
case must be true in another. For example, chapter 5’s
assertion of the low numbers of hours taught by law professors is made without comparison to hours taught in
other university graduate schools and business schools,
and the extensive discussion of law faculty salaries is
not only oddly selective but also made with little reference to the salaries of graduate faculty in business,
medicine, or other graduate fields. More, by narrating the
high salaries and low workloads of a few schools, rather
than collecting data on all schools, Failing Law Schools

Such analytical gaps persist in the discussion of tuition. Chapter 10 commences with a useful list of ten
reasons for tuition to have risen faster than inflation.
Yet the book does not then consider the potential influence of each reason on tuition, or evaluate the extent to
which one or another law school would have considered,
for example, more clinics or better buildings as essential
to their mission or service. Instead, the ten reasons as
a lump are more or less accepted as having something
in them and then dismissed, because “we must not mis5
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apprehend effect for cause–mistaking what law schools
have spent their stream of tuition dollars on for the reason tuitions rose … the relationship between expenditures and revenue run the other way” (p. 128). Yet to
suggest that law school taxes paid to parent universities
are an effect rather than a cause of tuition, or to say that
smaller classes and clinics are a result of rising tuition
rather than a hard-fought cost does not reflect the inner logic of the arguments themselves.[32] Indeed, in too
many places, Failing Law Schools asserts a single cause
for a complex phenomenon, and more likely causes are
rejected either without consideration or with a bald assertion.[33]

ministrators, architects, and others with college degrees
is a detail lost in the telling, as is how these difficulties are
peculiar to legal education. Though the book does note
in passing that student loan default by lawyers was once
high but is now low, the potentially optimistic implications of this fact are hardly explored.[37]
Considering the causes ascribed to the fall in law
school applications from 2008 to 2012, Failing Law
Schools again omits needed context. The book rightly
notes the ratio of LSATs to law school applications has
changed, and the number of applications has fallen, yet
the complicated bases for student selections to attend law
school are not depicted by these data alone. The book
does not meaningfully compare law school applications
with, for instance, other graduate admissions, such as
comparing LSAT test rates with GMAT test rates. Indeed,
the idea that the “the word is getting out” is the primary
explanation offered for declining admissions and with a
theory that students with lower test scores are opting not
to apply (p. 160).

Further, some of the data appears routinely skewed.
One reason for such skew may be reliance on Law School
Transparency, a website that considers lawyers who earn
a position in a graduate class after law school to be underemployed. Indeed this website considers lawyers who
have opened a solo practice to be unemployed.[34] Perhaps reliance on this and similar sources explains why
Failing Law Schools erroneously lists the reviewer’s own
A final word concerning Tamanaha’s rhetoric. This
school’s 2009 JD-required employment number as 48 perprose
has an occasional, distracting breathlessness to it.
cent, though the law school’s own number for that year,
He tends not just to state his points but to “reveal” them
collected and confirmed by its placement office, was 64
while others “splay” once hidden data (pp. xi-xii, 72). He
percent (a 25 percent error).[35]
expects to be provocative, “affronting” his colleagues bePerhaps nowhere else in the book do the analytic, cause he questions matters of workload and compensarhetorical, and contextual arguments raise concerns as tion. And he does reveal points and affront colleagues in
great as in the discussion of law school debt. The provi- a variety of ways, as in gossipy asides, such as his note
sion for income-based repayment or income-contingent that the dean of Boston University was paid a half milrepayment of student loan debts, which became effective lion dollars in 1996, or by claiming that law schools were
in 2009, is one of the most significant reforms of stu- swept up in “scholarship fever” in the 1990s, though makdent loans in the history of U.S. higher education finance. ing no effort to demonstrate that there was more or less
These programs allow a graduate both to limit monthly scholarship produced (or expected) in the 1990s than bedebt service to a ratio of disposable income and to be fore (pp. 13, 60).[38] Despite the accompanying flourforgiven the balance after twenty or twenty-five years ishes of data, this rhetorical style is consonant less with
of payments.[36] Yet this rather dramatic reformation of traditional scholarship than with the provocative and
student loan programs that significantly reduced student performative styles of critical studies.[39] This reviewer
burdens is presented here only for its “Negative Implica- cannot claim to be the first to label Tamanaha’s work as
tions of Income-Based Repayment” (p. 119). Those neg- “critical law school studies,” one of several strains in reative implications include the facts that a longer repay- cent criticism of higher education.[40]
ment period for a debt increases its interest but, moreFailing Law Schools raises many valid concerns, and
over, that a debt management program created mainly
Tamanaha
has performed a service by aggregating an arfor undergraduates and used by professionals would sigray
of
areas
for reform into a single, extended criticism.
nal to policymakers that the collective debt level is too
For
a
start,
it
is correct that, in the last decade, law schools
high relative to earning opportunities, and that lawyers
did
grow
faster
than the job market, taking into account
would have loans to repay for much of their careers (pp.
the
2008
crash.[41]
Problems for graduates arising from
120-121). The personal implications, including the risk
that
crash
have
been
particularly significant in some mathat indebted lawyers will not marry, are considered in
jor
urban
areas,
and
for
some law schools.
detail (p. 122). That these difficulties of national higher
education policy affect doctors, veterinarians, public adOther problems in legal education are also important
6
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and are clearly stated here. It would be better if most
law schools were less expensive. It would be good if
lawyers had no debts. Indeed, it would be much better
if all higher education were less expensive. Tuition for
many law schools, as with many universities, can probably be (and should have been) better controlled. Schools
should better explain and better focus their curricula to
better prepare students for the practice of law, though
that focus must include not just skills but also the history, theory, and values essential to understanding and
practicing the law. Competition for rankings, and student attention they focus, has made some law schools
do bad things, notwithstanding whatever benefits rankings provide through diminished information costs in the
market.

any event may be colored by client interest). Thus law
schools are tasked with determining what is to be taught
and then teaching it in a manner that protects and promotes the content and ideals of the law, promotes the
values of the profession, protects the future clientele of
lawyers, and promotes the interests of society in a just
system of laws that is fairly and effectively developed
and administered. Though it is one function of legal education, there is little evidence for the notion that law
schools exist only to ease the path of students to a law
license, at the expense of other values, including the protection of their future clients.[42]
The real objection of Failing Law Schools is against the
market. Once the variables of curriculum are determined,
the price of legal education is set by the market, and there
is a wide range of prices available. The objection that the
price is too high and so the costs must be contained by rejecting scholarship and study do not respond to the fact
that there is a variety of price, mission, and access, but
students are choosing to apply to expensive schools for
other reasons. Thus, the remedy that Failing Law Schools
proposes, of gutting the curriculum, does not respond to
the objection and does not cure the problems of which
it complains. Cheapening the curriculum of law schools
does not assure lower tuition rates, which are set in the
marketplace. Any doubts on this score are already measurable by whether significantly less expensive schools
exist within the scope of the current curriculum and accreditation standards. They do.

Questions of the curriculum and the role of law
schools could be better explained to students and better managed in general. It would be better if all law
students more clearly understood how legal scholarship
could help them be good lawyers, and it would be better if scholars did a better job of explaining scholarship’s
importance to the law. The practical needs of students
who will later practice solo or in small firms could be
better met, just as the needs of students who will enter
government or corporate practice could be better met in a
curriculum still strongly influenced by the long-forgotten
preferences of large law firms.
The question, then, is whether a reader should conclude that therefore law schools have somehow failed. Or
at least, the question is whether the ABA’s accreditation
has failed. Put another way, are the reforms sought in
this book justified so that law schools should embrace the
institution of a two-track model or the conversion of law
schools to be like community colleges? On the evidence
presented in Failing Law Schools, the answer is “no.”

Cheapening the teaching for poor students, or for
students who will later serve the poor, harms the poor.
There is no basis for the implication that the poor do not
have complex legal problems. There is no proof that a
particular impoverished student might not perform well
in law school and in practice. Neither a student nor an
admissions counselor could know in advance which students will have routine work or which will need to know
only rules and need to have no skills in legal analysis or
technique. Indeed, the graduate of a wealthy school, who
works as an associate in a highly paid law firm, may find
the work assigned to be much more routine than a solo
practitioner or legal-aid attorney.

The reasons for this answer are found not only in the
arguments that the book raises and rejects but also in the
larger arguments that the book does not consider. For
example, to determine that an enterprise fails requires a
measure of how it should succeed. In the case of legal education, that would be a model of what law schools exist
to do, so that their performance can be compared to that
model. Law schools exist for many reasons, but an important one is to examine all of the acts of the state and
of private parties and to determine what it means to talk
about and to practice law. This is not a foregone conclusion. How law is described and its practice is depicted–
and what best practices are to be taught–are not obvious
to most observers, even to practitioners (whose views in

The proposal for two-track legal education would
provide less education to less academically able students.
This does not serve the student, the student’s later clients,
or the law. It is certainly bound to raise issues for performance by such students on bar exams, and it will mark
such students as less competent throughout their careers.
The third year of law school provides both depth
7
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(through more sophisticated classes that build on antecedents, like securities law after corporations) and
breadth (through a first exposure to new fields, like family law, labor law, or environmental law). The time available in six semesters as opposed to four make possible,
in many schools, access to fundamental courses like legal theory and legal history as well as courses in oftenoverlooked specialized fields that are recurrently important to nonspecialist practitioners, like employment law,
environmental law, family law, international law, and
intellectual property. In most schools, the third year
is essential for student-led moot courts and interschool
competitions, as it is for student-edited law reviews and
journals. It also provides opportunities for precisely the
forms of clinical and lawyering skills courses at the heart
of earlier law school reform movements. That law students are bored in the third year may have less to do with
its content than it has to do with the end of structural attrition, by which schools used the fear of failure to maintain students’ work ethic.[43]

enrollment when employment opportunities in a given
market decline raises significant issues of antitrust law.
Too few U.S. lawyers choose to work for the poor, and
the cost of law school is not the only reason why lawyers
are not performing this role.[47] The solution to this serious problem in access to justice lies with the bar, courts,
and governments, and with law schools, but not with law
schools alone.
Law schools prepare students for a profession;
though schools now offer placement help, the schools
themselves are not created as placement services. In
other words, law schools ought to prepare students to
practice law or to employ it in a professional context,
whether solo, in litigation or counseling, and for a variety of clients. In doing so, law schools could do a better
job of teaching students how to manage the economics
of law practice. Even so, “placement” is no more the
obligation of a law school than it is of music school; the
student bears the responsibility of determining how and
why to study and what might happen if the study bears
no fruit. Granted, law schools must be transparent in
their placement histories and other data by which a potential student would make an informed decision as a
consumer.[48]

The practice of law in the United States is based in
part on a common core of technique, skills, knowledge,
ethics, and professionalism, a core that is both essential to
the function of the legal system and to which every client
should have a right of recourse. There is a functional
minimum to the technique, understanding, and body of
knowledge needed to practice law well. Determining the
content of this body of knowledge is essential to its teaching. Therefore, at least some scholarship is essential to
teaching: without scholarship no one would know what
must be learned, or taught. A school may choose to consume the scholarship of other schools, but this does not
suggest that the scholarship model in some degree is not
essential to students.[44]

Not every law school graduate should become a
lawyer. Some do not want to do so. Yet, setting aside the
students who do not desire to do so, some students graduate from law school unfit or unready for work in the
profession: their academic performance is sufficient to
pass the course, but their commitment to practice, their
work ethic, their character, their senses of professionalism and ethics, their attention to detail, their willingness
to accept responsibility, or their social skills are insufficient for work as an attorney and fiduciary. For these
graduates, the law degree represents a credential that
is proven to assist them in seeking other employment.
There is only so much that education can do to enhance
such qualities in the individual, and because these qualities may evolve for a given individual over time, it is not
clear before admission to law school that many students
who are academically qualified but who might lack some
of these qualities should be denied access to law schools.

Law schools have shrunk in real terms, not expanded,
for thirty years. Compared to population, graduate education, and college graduation rates, law schools have actually shrunk. What growth there has been is entirely accounted for by the increased access law schools have afforded to women and previously underrepresented communities.[45]
Though job growth slowed after 2008, and there have
been cyclic difficulties of lawyer recruitment, the competition for jobs has been keen for many years. Nationwide, law hiring has consistently grown and continues to
grow.[46] Though hiring in some markets, notably New
York City, has remained difficult since the 2009 crash, the
criticisms of the national job market do not apply uniformly. More, the idea that law schools should all reduce

Law school cost and student debt are inseparable
from the costs and debts of higher education.[49] Any
discussion of law school tuition must, to be honest, consider that law school tuition has grown faster than inflation in part owing to diminished governmental support for higher education and in part owing to the demands for revenue from law schools by universities and
8
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for-profit owners. As long as the national and state policies of the United States place the expense of education
on the student and the family, debt will remain a serious issue and beyond the power of most law schools
to change. Furthermore, law school tuition increases
have benefited students directly, supporting smaller class
sizes, increased and enlarged clinics, better spaces, more
academic assistance, increased placement assistance, and
other increased student amenities that their predecessors
lacked.

neer of accuracy. This is not to say that the effect of the
scambloggers has been to open the eyes of law school
applicants to their realistic economic opportunities four
years in the future. Rather the effect on the perception of
college graduates and other would-be applicants is more
likely to be cultural than to be one of economic awareness.
The effects on law schools, however, will be both
economic and cultural. One might hope that the cultural effects will be constructive engagement, a continued improvement in legal education, that encourages
knowledge, skill, professional ethics, and a rich understanding of the role of law and its function in a democracy.[53]Understanding the need to fund legal services,
not just legal education, would be a part of that engagement. It would be a great shame if the result were merely
to dumb down law school. The price for that effect would
be borne not just by the law students but also by their
clients, and ultimately by the country.[54]

The scholarly model may well help students directly
more than a non-scholar model can. Though it is true that
scholars are not necessarily any more effective teachers than non-scholars,[50] association with scholars and
assistance from scholars for students seeking jobs may
be highly beneficial to students. Furthermore, the nature of law school scholarship, as a whole, is much more
practical in the law than is admitted in the recycled critiques of theoretical scholarship adopted in Failing Law
Schools.[51]

My thanks to R. B. Bernstein, Will Berry, Chuck Zelden,
Cyndi Nance, and Kent Syverud, and to the faculty at the
Bowen School of Law and participants at The Law School
in the New Legal Environment symposium at Washington
University in St. Louis in October 2012 for suggestions and
comments.

Law schools have been engaged in a nearly continuous process of change for two hundred years. Much of
the accreditation standards are the present result of past
reforms. Indeed, recent criticism, such as the Carnegie
Report and McCrate Report, follows a long line of such
criticism, including the Reed Report chronicled in Failing Law Schools.[52] Each has had some influence, as will
Failing Law Schools, though the central demands of each
might not have been effected, because in each case, the
response of law schools and the ABA has been to promote
the best practices to prepare students for the practice of
the law.
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